Disposable Corneal Vacuum Punch
The corneal vacuum punch features a 2-piece design with an ultra sharp pre-loaded blade and is supplied with a spring-loaded syringe. Easy to set up and very precise, it produces straight-walled cuts for DSAEK and PK procedures.

**Non-pin design**

No pins or holes to align, no assembly required. Two concentric circles facilitate precise centration of the preloaded blade over the cornea to produce accurate, straight-walled cuts.

**Top lateral window**

The lateral window on top of the trephine blade housing allows grasping and gentle manipulation of the sclera, with a tooth forceps, in order to detach the donor corneal button from the remaining sclera.

**20 vacuum holes**

Facilitate obtaining vacuum and distributing it evenly over the cornea, avoiding distortion of delicate corneal tissue and preventing shifting during trephination.

**Four cardinal holes**

Simplify centration of the graft. A marking pen may be used in these holes to produce reference marks for DSAEK.

**Recessed blade**

The blade is recessed for the protection of the surgical staff and to minimize the risk of inadvertent damage to the edge.

**Product references**

Diameter 8.00 mm: #17200D800  
Diameter 8.25 mm: #17200D825  
Diameter 8.50 mm: #17200D850  
Diameter 8.75 mm: #17200D875  
Diameter 9.00 mm: #17200D900